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COME VOLUNTEER FOR US
MONDAYS AT 7PM
IN THE CAMPION BASEMENT
Marketing Specialist
Have an entrepreneurial spirit? Work @> an innovative Seattle
startup changing the face of medical innovation and funding!
We need talented, articulate individuals who can think on their
feet, write well, have social media skills, can make their way
around Microsoft Office and like to work hard.
Flexible schedule. 10 minutes from SU. 20+ Hours/week. $15/hr.
Opportunity for advancement and bonuses.













Or bottled water. Simply tell us the code
and present your student ID for a free
12oz soda with the purchase of a meal



























O OBAMA PUSHES CLIMATE REFORM;CONGRESS IS (OF COURSE) DIVIDED
®D1 IMPROV TELLS US THEIR SUPER-SECRET SUPERHERO IDENTITIES
©WHAT’S BREWING AT STOUT? OURCOPY CHIEFS EMOTIONS, FOR ONE.
SO, THAT PLAY CALL, HUH?






































THE WEEK IN REVIEW




Greece has been working through economic
hardship for the last several years. In 2010, the
country was dangerously close to bankruptcy
and was bailed out by international powers with
a loan of $270 billion. The condition of the loan
was that Greece would get its economy back on
track through strict economic practices. Howev-
er, it has been five years and the Greek economy
is still struggling—and leaders are neglecting to
pay back the loan. With the recent election of a
new prime minister, Alexis Tsipras, who prom-
ised to end Greece’s economic struggle, it does
not look like the initial deal of austerity is going
to continue.
lire implication of subpar Greek participation
in the European economy is causing many to be
concerned about the fate of the euro—in Greece
and throughout the Eurozone.
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OBAMA BUDGET$74 BILLION INCREASE
IN SPENDING—
In President Obama’s 2016 budget proposal,
he asked for a cease to automatic spending
cuts so that more money could be allotted to-
wards discretionary spending for military and
domestic purposes.
TheRepublican Congress is opposing this prop-
osition with the argument that it would be better
long-term to not quit the spending cuts. Obama
seems prepared to meet resistance.
“IfCongress rejects myplan and refuses to undo
these arbitrary cuts, it will threaten our economy
and our military,” Obama said according to Buff-
ington Post. “But if Congress joins me, we can
make sure that ending sequestration is fully paid
for by cutting inefficient spending and closing tax
loopholes.”
Lena may be reached at lbeck@su-spectator.com




A former Stanford student athlete was charged
with rape after allegedly taking advantage of an
unconscious, intoxicated woman on campus.
Two Stanford students intervened and reported
the incident.
In a report by the office of the district attor-
ney, the intervention occurred in the early hours
of Jan. 18. Two students riding bicycles noticed
19-year-old Brock Turner, a Stanford fresh-
man, on top of the victim, according to the San
Francisco Chronicle.
“She was lying on the ground unconscious,
not moving,” said Deputy District Attorney Ala-
lehKianerci.
After coming upon the scene, the two men re-
strained Turner as he tried to get away and called
the police. The woman was taken to the hospital
and treated for the injuries she suffered.
Turner’s prosecution begins this week and, if
charged, he could face up to 10 years in prison.
CHURCH OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS RE-
LEASES STATEMENT ON LGBTQ RIGHTS—
During the last week of January, the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints announced that
it will now formally support some degree of gay
rights legislation.
In a statement, the Mormon Church wrote
that the Church believes in a ‘“fairnessfor all’ ap-
proach.” They also said that this approach aims to
reach reasonable balance of safeguards for LGBT
people while protecting religious rights.
“We must all learn to live with others who
do not share the same beliefs or values,” the
statement said.
While there is no actual change in doctrine, the
announcement could signify a symbolic step for-
ward for the LGBTQ community. However, a
few days later in Idaho, a bill including gayrights
legislation was voted down by a committee that
includedseveral Mormon members.
HEZBOLLAH KILL ISRAELI SOLDIERS-
Last Wednesday, two Israeli soldiers were killed in
a retaliation move by the Lebanese militant group
Hezbollah. The soldiers were near the border be-
tween Lebanon and Israel when they were struck
by a missile attack. The advance was apparently
in retribution for a suspected Israeli airstrike that
recently killed members of Hezbollah in Syria.
Tensions between Israel and Hezbollah are at a
historic low; in 2006 they engaged in a 34-day war
that left about 165 Israelis and 1,100 members of
Hezbollah dead, according to the Wall Street Jour-
nal. Between then and now, fighting had calmed.
According to Hezbollah leader Sayyed Hassan
Nasrallah, the attack was a warning to Israelis.
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SPD REROUTES TO MAKE CAPITOL HILL SAFER
Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
If the presence of Public Safely on
campus is not enough to make Seattle
University students feel secure on
Capitol Hill, the increased presence
of the Seattle Police Department just
might. The SPD redrew its precint
boundaries last month, bringing them
closer to Seattle U.
Changes made to the East
Precinct on 12th Ave closest to
Seattle University will result in more
coverage for First Hill and less for
the Eastlake area. This is good news
for officers, and potential victims
of crime, in West Precinct, as the
new boundaries allow them to avoid
extensive traffic on 1-5 to respond
to calls that would bring them to
First Hill.
Several factors are expected to result
from this change. The new lines will
bring more patrols into corridors of
Capitol Hill that experience the most
action at night.
Ever since last year’s increase in
street robberies and assaults, Chief
Kathleen O’Toole decided to take
action to contain and stop violence
associated with nightlife. Increased
patrols are expected to occur along
Pike and Pine as well as around Cal
Anderson Park to address reported
issues involving gangviolence.
Beginning on Jan. 28, the supervisor-
to-officer ratio also increased within
the patrol squads, allowing for more
guidance and improved supervision.
With added manpower in SPD,
along with changes involving the
Public Safety Department at Seattle U,
efforts toward making the area as safe
as possible for the community seem to
be working.
“I do feel safe on campus to a
certain time at night,” said senior
Margaret Quartararo.
Seattle U has increased staffing
within Public Safety to the point that,
for most of the nights here on campus,
eight uniformed officers will be
patrolling the area. An additional four
dispatchers have also been included
in the office, with a state-certified
911 dispatcher.
This adjustment to the staffing
model, along with the added segways
that officers can use to patrol campus,
has made Public Safety a larger
presence and deterrent to criminals
on and around campus.
“Our ability to patrol campus and
be a visible deterrent and cut down
on our response time has increased
dramatically,” said Executive Director
{Newlines will bringmore patrols intocorridors of Capitol vHill that experience
the most action at night. I
of Public Safety Tim Marron.
Withthe highestnumber ofreported
violent crimes occurring in the Pike
and Pine corridor and also on the
Jefferson corridor between 12 and 14,
students are encouraged to be wary of
their surroundings especially during
the evening. Not coincidentally, these
are also the places where bars, night
clubs and late night establishmentsare
open, consequently bringing higher
concentrations of people and more
predators that victimize individuals.
“It’s hard to resist the pull of going
out to explore,” said freshman Jerry
Hobson. “Especially when all the
interesting events seem to happen
when the sun has already gone down.”
Integrating with the greater Capitol
Hill community is one of the values
important to the Seattle U student
experience, but some students may
be afraid to do so because of their
perceptions of crime in the area. If
they have a better idea ofwhere crime
actually occurs and when it occurs,
then they can make more informed
decisions about their own behavior,
according to Marron.
“Safety on and around campus is our
main concern,” Marron said. “A part
of that is developing a relationship
between the student body and Public
Safety that’s a partnership rather than
an antagonistic [relationship].”
One change that Marron attributes
to the improved reception of Public
Safety officers and the students is their
shift in focus as a department. While
student conduct issues still need to
be addressed by the Public Safety
department, their main concern
is now the Seattle U community's
safety and eliminating any threats to
that safety.
“We are not there to pass judgment
on people’s conduct,” said Marron.
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“We [as a public safety department]
need to do everything we can do to
strengthen that trust and confidence
in the student body so that the
students will call us.”
Nationwide, universities are
recognizing that times have changed
over the past 20 years. Across the
board, the level of training and
professionalism in public safety
departments in universities is
getting the attention it needs. Seattle
University seems to be leading
the way.
“I still don’t feel comfortable being
out when it’s dark,” said freshman
Lindsey Parker. “But our Public Safety
is dedicated enough that I trust them
to take care ofall of us.”
Vikki may be reached at
vavancena@su-spectator.com,
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HOMECOMING: NOT JUST FOR ATHLETES
Jenna Ramsey
Staff Writer
Focusing on the Redhawk experience,
and not just the athletic tradition,
this year’s Homecoming festivities
have been planned in the hopes of
bringing together the entire Seattle
University community.
Beginning tomorrow, students,
faculty, staff and alumni are invited
to celebrate Seattle U and get ready
for the men’s basketball game against
Utah Valley University on Saturday.
The events are open to everyone,
with the promise'of free food and free
Seattle U swag.
“This year we wanted to expand
homecoming to continue to be a
celebration of our athletic tradition
on campus, but also to incorporate
other aspects of the student
experience at Seattle U,” said Nayland
Olsen, assistant director of student
activities and chair of the on-campus
Homecoming.Subcommittee.
This year’s homecoming will bring
attention to Seattle U’s artistic side,
with a performance by the D1 Improv
team, a Battle ofthe Bands competition
featuring five student bands, and
student art displays at various events.
But the athletic tradition will also
continue with a tailgate, an “umbrella
parade” and RedFest—a celebration at
North Court where students can vote
for homecoming royals, play on an
inflatable jousting arena, make signs
for the game and more.
The homecoming committee has
also partnered with Labor of Love to
organize three service projects—two
off campus and one on campus—for
students to choose from on Saturday.
“We’ve really tried to engage the
student body in their ideas of how
to make homecoming bigger and
better,” Olsen said. “We want it to be
an important tradition, and we want it
to be a growing tradition.”
Students who attend any of the
homecoming events will receive a
punch card. The card can be punched
at each event to indicate that the
student was there, and cards can
be entered into a drawing at the
basketball game.
“The more punches on your
card, the more times your name
goes into the drawing,” Olsen said.
“[The prizes] are cooler than they’ve
6 NEWS
ever been and there will be three
guaranteed winners.”
Sophomore Alexandra Cartagena,
who worked on both the On Campus
and the Royals subcommittees for
homecoming this year, said she is
excited to rejuvenate the tradition that
has been so important to Seattle U in
previous years.
“In the past, we were top dogs for
homecoming ... the whole Seattle
community knew about Seattle
University,” Cartagena said. “The
committees have really worked hard
to make this a big thing again.”
As apartoftheRoyals Subcommittee,
Cartagena helped sort through more
than a hundred nominations that
came in this year for the homecoming
Court. The two Court winners will be
announcedduring halftime at the game
on Saturday. .
Assistant Director of Housing and
Residence Life Brian Hooks also
worked on the Royals Committee, and
said there were several factors that
went into choosing the final twelve
nominees.
“Whatever nominations came in,
we took them at face value,” Hooks
said. “We want to make sure it’s a
representative court. It hopefully gets
to the essence of our community.”
This is Hooks’ second year working
on the homecoming committee. He
said that although he believes that in
the future, homecoming should be
entirely student-run, he has enjoyed
working toward that goal.
“I really enjoy trying to find ways
for students to engage,” Hook said.
“We’ve really been trying to push it to
promote SU in its entirety, and trying
to engage the entire communityversus
a specific population.”
Olsen said he hopes students take
advantage of this opportunity to
become more connected with the
school and attend as many of the
events as they can.
“Homecoming is what you make of
it,” he said. “It can be a place where
you make some cool memories and
take some time to celebrate the things
thatmake Seattle U special—whatever
that is for you.”
Homecoming will kick off on
Thursday at 12:30 p.m. in the Student
Center Hearth, where students can
pick up a punch card and this year’s
homecoming t-shirt.
Jenna may be reached at
jramsey@su-spectator.com
TAYLOR DE LAVEAGA • THE SPECTATOR
Seattle University's homecoming bas-
ketball game will be held on February
5 through the 7.
SUDM MEMBERS DANCE TO FIGHT DISEASE
Peter Wachsmith
Staff Writer
Seattle U, as we’ve all heard time and
time again (and again, and again) is a
community committed to cultivating
leaders for a just and humane world.
But not all those leaders accomplish
their good deeds through dance.
SUDM, fronted by what’s called
the Steering Committee, is a legacy
event here at Seattle U aimed at
combatting the realities of diseases
in children through fundraising. The
Dance Marathon is a fundraising
event by Children’s Miracle Network
that connects schools with children’s
hospitals across the country.
Emily Downing, executive
director of SUDM, is responsible for
overseeing the Steering Committee
during the planning of the event.
This planning includes outreach,
donation acquirement and more.
Downing started participating her
freshmanyear.
“Some ofmyfriends were [dancing],
so I signed up as well,” Downing
said. “The impact it had on me was
phenomenal. I knew I had to continue
[being involved] to help thismovement
grow. This event completely embodies
the SU Spirit and mission. This event
literally saves children’s lives.”
The Uncompensated Care Fund
at Seattle Children’s Hospital—the
fund for which SUDM fundraises—-
is dedicated towards eliminating
the debt caused by medical bills that
families cannot afford to pay. The
sum of money provided by the fund
can be crucial to the family’s financial
condition and morale. Access to these
funds allows parents and providers to
progress with treatment uninhibited
by cost, allowing complete focus on
the patient.
Rounds oftesting, various therapies,
experimental procedures and expert
doctors are all efforts Seattle Children’s
make to combat life-threatening
ailments that patients battle everyday.
These efforts can add up financially,
amounting to extraordinary costs
ranging from several thousands to
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Medical insurance usually does not
cover all ofthese costs and few families
can afford to pay out of pocket. The
option of applying, and ultimately
AUDREY MALLINAK • THE SPECTATOR
SU Dance Marathons Steering Committee Hannah Delsohn, Valerie Fisher, Anna Pickett, Emily Downing, MacKenzie
Gaddy, and Kathleen DeVega (not pictured: Michelle Pierce).
being selected, for help from the
Uncompensated Care Fund can be a
miracle for many families.
SUDM involves a year of planning
before the event takes place.
Preparation includes outreach events,
tabling and sponsorship acquisitions.
Promoting and recruiting efforts
around campus help ensure a positive
turnout. The scope ofthe philanthropic
efforts spans a nationwide campaign:
Children’s Miracle Network
interconnects hundreds of Children’s
Miracle NetworkHospitals nationwide
and over 200 universities.
Being on one’s feet for 16 hours is a
daunting task,but the hardships faced
by patients at Children’s Hospital can
be even more daunting. For many
patients, treatments continue around
the clock.
SUDM teams are made up of
studentsaffiliated or not affiliated with
other student organizations. Each
member must raise at least $100 in
order to participate in the event. Each
participant must remain on their feet
for the full 16 hours. Each of the 16
hours has its own music theme.
Colleen Donovan, an SUDM
morale captain, has the responsibility
of recruiting participants and helping
boost energy during the event.
“This will be my first year officially
dancing,” Donovan said. “Last year I
went and visited a couple of friends,
[and] ended up staying over half the
time it was so fun. I am excited to be
there the whole time.”
Donovan said that this cause is
personal to her. Two of Donovan’s
friends, one in Seattle and one fromher
FEBRUARY 4, 2015
hometown of Elk Grove, Calif, faced
significant medical challenges that
involved visits and stays at children’s
hospitals. Thefriend athome hadNon-
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, ft was because
of the Uncompensated Care Fund
from the local Children’s Hospital
thather family managed the course of
her treatment.
Junior Hailee Johnson is another
student donating her time to the cause
this year.
“I am dancing because I think it’s
a wonderful cause,” Johnson said.
“I wanted to take on a stronger role
and be a dancer this year. I believe in
the cause and the mission of Seattle
Children’s Hospital. The 16 hours does
scare me ... but the symbolism behind
it is really important.”
For many children, fighting these
illnesses could take weeks, months or
years.
“16 hours isnothing in comparison,”
Johnson said.
Dance Marathon will occur on
Feb. 21 starting at 10 a.m. in the
Campion Ballroom.
Peter can be reached at
pwachsmith@su-spectator.com
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AFTER 21% HOMELESSNESS INCREASE,
SEATTLE LOOKS FOR SOLUTIONS
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
As of last Thursday, Mark Aggin has
lived on the street for 610 days.
He is in his early sixties, likes
hanging around Starbucks, and hails
from Missoula, Mo.—but he currently
sleeps on Pike. Like an increasing
number of Seattleites, he is currently
experiencing homelessness.
“[You] just go about your daily
activities, I guess, and just kind of
breathe, and try to survive. Most
of your days are spent on survival,”
Aggin said. “And I have always called
it a slow dance to death.”
In late January, the One Night
Count occured, a survey throughout
King County where volunteers count
the number of people that they see
sleeping on the street or in their cars.
This years survey saw a 21 percent
increase from last year—with the
total count adding up to 3,772 people
sleeping on the street.
While some of this increase can be
attributed to additional volunteers
this time around, there has been
an undeniable growth in Seattle’s
homeless community.
“When you lookat what economists
say is required to make ends meet in
the area, and then you look at what
the average person is making, there’s
a lot of people who are not hitting that
line,” said Communications Manager
for Northwest Harvest Jesse Swingle
Northwest Harvest is a food bank
with locations statewide, including a
pantry not far from Seattle University.
Their main focus is providing food to
the hungry, but they also approach
that issue from a holistic perspective
by providing services such as an
advocacy department.
Mark Putnam is the director of the
Committee to End Homelessness. He
believes that ending homelessness
is possible.
“I think homelessness is solvable,”
said Putnam. “When we talk about
ending homelessness we put it into
some more practical terms.”
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“Solving” homelessness does not
mean that it goes away and never
comes back, but rather that it is rare
and people who fall into homelessness
receive what they need to get out and
stay out.
Many people who experience
homelessness are in that state because
ofan unlucky situation, such as Aggin,
who said that he became homeless
after putting his mother in an assisted
JESSIE KOON • THE SPECTATOR
Professor Sara Rankin (middle offront row) teaches law at Seattle University.
She has founded, along with six ofher upper division students, Seattle Univer-
sity’s School ofLaw’s Homeless Rights Advocacy Project at the Korernatsu Center.
Pictured: Matthew Dick, Joshua Howard, Kaya Lurie, Scott Macdonald, Justin
Olson, and Javier Ortiz.
living facility.
According to Swingle, fifty years
ago Seattleites believed that hunger
was solvable within the decade.
Somewhere down the line, attitudes
changed and now people talk about
incremental changes.
Putnam believes that focus
needs to be placed on the housing
and social services safety net
arenas in order to make progress
regarding homelessness.
“It’s going to take more resources
... at the state level, it’s going to take
change at the local level, in whatwe’re
funding and how we’re delivering
housing and services,” said Putnam.
He also added that change requires
the entire community to recognize
that homelessness is unacceptable.
Luckily, this need for more resources
has been recognized on the federal
level. Washington will receive $48.2
million in federal money to fund more
than 200 projects to shelter homeless
adults and children.
According to Seattle U School of
Law Professor Sara Rankin, data
show that it costs more to criminalize
homelessness than it does to invest in
affordable housing.
“So even if you’re not taken with
the moral approach, you have to be
persuaded by the economic argument,”
Rankin said.
Rankin works with her students
to address the rights of the homeless
community. In her work, the stigma
and judgment surrounding the
homeless population can be seen
amplified and enforced by law.
“So when I say the criminalization
of homelessness, what I am
really referring to is a series of
increasingly popular laws that make
it illegal, essentially, to be homeless,”
said Rankin.
Rankin is referring to laws against
things like panhandling or sleeping
in public.
“These are all laws that we have
enacted in the past where privileged
groups use the power of the law not
just to control groups that they deem
to be undesirable, but to actually
ensure their marginalization,”
Rankin said.
Historically, Rankin said, we’ve seen
this pattern before. She referred to
Jim Crow laws as another example of
using legal power to ensure that one
group of people stays down.
She also said that this legal power
creates a tangible tension between
the homeless community and
Seattle as a whole—the idea of “us”
versus “them.”
And it’s not as though this goes
Unfelt by those who bear the brunt of
the equation.
“I really see with a fuzz,” said Aggin,
referring to his imperfect eyesight. “I
enjoy that though, because as being
a homeless guy, sometimes you don’t
wantto see people’s reaction... Because
you don’t want to be thought of as
being other thanhuman or abnormal.”
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com.
PRESERVATION BILL MEETS BACKLASH
Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
The fight for environmental
protection of land has gone cold for
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
Republican lawmakers in Alaska are
resisting President Obamas push for
preservation of mostofthe wilderness.
The refuge in question is only
a small part of Alaska. But for oil
companies and politicians that are
itching to exploit the many resources
it offers, the opportunities of the land
are tremendous. Not only is the refuge
brimming with unique animals, like
polar bears and amyriad ofmarine life,
it is also one of the largest untouched
oil fields left in the world.
Obama is asking Congress for 12
million of the refuge’s 19 million
acres to be granted the wilderness
designation, the highest distinction of
federal protection that can be granted
to public lands.
{1[The proposal] has thepotential to be one ofthe largest conserva- mtion acts in over 50years.
If the proposal is approved, oil
drilling, constructing roads or any
related commercial development
activity is strictly forbidden. With
portions of land this large under
the proposed protection, it has the
potential to be one of the largest
conservation acts in over 50 years.
The law does not appear to have
high hopes in passing as it faces
heavy Republican opposition. At the
forefront of the resistance is Alaskan
Senator Lisa Murkowski, who
argues that the law hinders Alaskans
from evolving a durable economy
that could allow future inhabitants
to prosper.
The debate is nothing new.
Murkowski s father,Frank Murkowski,
was a former Alaskan senator and
governor who also pushed relentlessly
for access to the refuge for drilling. He
encountered a similar lackofprogress
in his efforts as well.
Until Congress makes a final
decision, the law will provide full
wilderness protection for the area the
president has designated.
There is much difficulty in trying
to determine which move is more
beneficial for society. The point of land
preservation, however, goes beyond
putting the brakes on furthering
commercial endeavors.
Doing so not. only preserves
a natural habitat for animal and
plant species, but it also promotes
a healthier environment and the
protection of our air and water supply.
These natural resources are limited
and easily subjected to pollution as
commercial development escalates.
Anti-conservation voices claim
that the consequences of these
preservations outweigh their
benefits. Tax payments on the land
being conserved are said to be much
more costly than their consumer
developments. Opponents also argue
that their establishments will attract
more revenue, whether that is through
product output or tourism.
Although land conservation
advocacy has not been as prevalent
over the years, the call to recognize
climate change as a serious issue has
been dominating the media recently
Tve read reports where economists
project that as natural disasters
increase astheresult ofclimate change,
governments are going to start paying
more and more in termsofresponding
to the destruction caused,” said junior
Becca Clark-Hargreaves, member
of Sustainable Student Action. “I’m
inclined to think of green energy as a
better investment.”
Although sometimes seen as
somewhat separate endeavors,
there is significant movement on
campus to bring the two concepts
of environmental justice and
sustainability together.
The Center for Environmental
Justiceand Sustainability is supportive
of the various clubs on campus
related to this movement. The center
encourages partnerships with any of
the departments or clubs on campus,
as it has been interdisciplinary from
the start.
“It’s sort of like that resource where
all of this can come together,” said
Jessy Hardy, intern at CEJS. “Prior to
[the center’s] first formation in 2013,
we didn’t really have a hub focused on
this important topic.”
One of CEJS’s goals is to influence
policy surrounding these issues.
“We had a couple who did research
in Ecuador around a policy that is
meant to provide economic incentives
to farmers and subsistence folks,” said
Mike Schut, program coordinator at
CEJS. “[These people] are paid some
money in order to protect the land
around them rather than develop it or
farm it or cut down the trees.”
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Another one of the center’s roles in
environmental policy is facilitating
the conversation between different
parties and researchers. Bringing
awareness to these various issues and
providing chances to express support
or opposition is important in the
broader scope ofhow issues effect the
rest of the world.
{I’minclined to thinkof green energy as abetter investment. WBecca Clark-Hargreaves
Sustainable Student Action
At Seattle University, sustainability
is one of the core values essential to its
Jesuit identity. Committing tocreating
and protecting communities which
hold all creation as sacred’ is a vital
part of our mission.
“I like the intersection of
sustainability and environmental
justice,” said Kaitlyn Hammond,
another intern at CEJS. “There is so
much opportunity to help form the
path in order to facilitate positive
change in the world.”
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THE STUDENTS OF 2015 ARE THE LAST WHO WILL WALK THROUGH A
SMOKY CAMPUS. BEGINNING JULY 1. 2015, SEATTLE UNIVERSITY WILL
BE A TOBACCO-FREE CAMPUS, A STUDENT GOVERNMENT EFFORT PASSED
DOWN FROM YEAR TO YEAR THAT FINALLY HAS COME TO FRUITION.




Many years ago, some say as far back
as the high nineties, there were whis-
pers that Seattle University would be
banning smoking from campus.
When pot was legalized, I imagine
smokers must have exhaled a sigh of
relief (and some other stuff, maybe),
thinking to themselves that if weed
was safe, so too must be tobacco. But
wait, what’s this? Weed isn’t allowed
on campus? Blasphemy! Now tobacco
use is once again under fire on cam-
pus, probably for the last time.
On July 1, Seattle Universityis going
tobacco-free. The campus move has
been in the process of being passed
for about three and a half years, and
in that time the Student Government
of Seattle University took strides to-
wards prohibiting the use of tobacco
products on the Seattle U campus.
It is a volatile issue, given that stu-
dents have perceived Seattle U’s cam-
pus as smoker friendly for some time.
The contention caused the initiative
to linger in stasis in SGSU, but, as of
the 2015-16 academic year, Seattle U
will undergo a cultural shift, institut-
ing a prohibitive policy on all tobacco
use, ranging from cigarettes, to chew,





The movement began in earnest dur-
ing the 2011-2012 school year when
Austin Richmond, a non-traditional
student and SGSU representative, took
the matter to SGSU as a public health
concern. The fruits ofhis labors were a
lasting relationship with King County
Pubic Health, and-more importantly,
the introduction of a campus discus-
sion that has not died since Richmond
introduced it to Seatde U nearly four
years ago.
In 2013, SGSU encouraged student’s
to participate in a one-day tobacco
free campus trial to “see what Seattle
U could look like without tobacco.”
However, the day saw little or no re-
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duction in on-campus smoking. There
was even some vehement opposition
from law students, according to re-
porting by the Spectator published the
week after the one-day trial.
Then two years ago,former Student
Body President Nicole Gaddie, along
with then-Vice President of Univer-
sity Affairs Mason Bryan, reached out
to the Graduate Student Council (the
governing body for graduate students)
and the Student Bar Association (the
governing body for law school stu-
dents). All three bodies then decided
to work together on the issue while
continuing a partnership with KCPH
and several marketing campaigns
around campus.
THE TOBACCO FREE CAMPUS
EXPLORATION COMMITTEE
Eventually, the decision to continue
exploring the possibility of a tobacco-
free campus was brought to the stu-
dent body. In a school-wide vote, the
students elected to feel out this pros-
pect even more.
The collaborative effort across three
bodies of student governance and a
number of leadership changes resulted
in the formation of the Tobacco Free
Campus Exploration Committee—an
ad hoc committee under SGSU con-
taining members from GSC and SBA,
as well as some faculty and staff. Ni-
cole Gaddie, who graduated last year,
spoke to the work TFCEC has ac-
complished since she was a member.
“Everyone who worked on this project
through the years has worked so hard
to see it through [and has] committed
so much of their time, thought and
work,” said Gaddie. “People oftenhave
an agenda, so to have unification and
a commitment to long-term progress
through unification is really special.”
GATHERING DATA
Following the presentation by TFEC
to the President’s Cabinet, the group
of top-level administrators consid-
ered the information, but ultimately
decided that more statistically signifi-
cant data reflecting on-campus opin-
ion on the issue was necessary before
a decision could be made. Tasked with
gathering data on campus opinion,
TFCEC set about gathering data to
compile into a statistical analysis of
student opinion regarding on-campus
tobacco use.
TFCEC held a number of tobacco
free campus events throughout the
year, and ultimately presented a “ho-
listic” report on their findings. Ac-
cording to their findings on the un-
dergraduate population at Seattle U,
59 percent of undergraduate students
who responded to Referendum 901
were in favor of a tobacco free poli-
cy and, according to the State of the.
Undergraduate Student. Survey, only
three percent of undergraduate stu-
dents surveyed used tobacco on cam-
pus twice or more a week on campus.
For graduate students, the commit-
tee found that 32 percent of graduate
students surveyed support a tobacco
free campus, while 64 percent favored
a stricter policy on tobacco, not a pro-
hibitive one.
The numbersreported by the School
of Law were not deemed “statistically
relevant,” given that only 5 percent of
the population responded to the sur-
vey, but those numbers were also in
the report presented by the commit-
tee. According to TFCEC, 90 percent
of law students surveyed opposed a
tobacco-free campus policy, and the
SBA formally opposed a smoke tobac-
co free policy on campus.
{[This decision] errson the side of health,wellness and lifelongsuccess.Ryan Hamachek
Wellness and Health Promotion mi
Faculty staff and administers were
also surveyed, with 70 percent of re-
spondents supporting a tobacco free
policy. Further, 94 percent of respon-
dents were in favor of a stricter tobac-
co use policy on campus.
Following the vote at the Presidents
Council, it was generally expected that
the campus would go tobacco free.
However, at the time, little seemed to
come of the fuss. This was due in large
part to a series offinal steps SGSU had
to take in order to complete the pro-
cess.
Two presentations were given to
Academic Assembly (the governing
body of faculty on campus) and the
Dean’s Council last quarter, bbth re-
sulting in positive votes for a tobacco-
free campus.
What followed was a proposal ask-
ing Seattle U to a) choose a date to
implement the initiative, and b) that
an implementation task force be as-
sembled to push the process through
to completion.
A CONTENTIOUS ISSUE
Supplementing the statistical data
was an argument for improved stu-
dent health.
“Broadly speaking, people across
campus are in favor of more restric-
tive tobacco policies,” said Ryan
Hamachek, director of Wellness and
Health Promotion at Seattle U. “But
there is still opposition. [At open fo-
rums] what we hear is mostly concern
for rights ... but what this argument
doesn’t consider is the community im-
pact tobacco use has. Ultimately, the
reason that I think this is a positive
change for university is that it errs on
the side of health, wellness and life-
long success for our students.”
Other concerns being expressed
consider the safety of smokers and
their displacement off campus, given
the perception that parts of Capi-
tol Hill are dangerous. There is also
concern over the enforcement of the
policy and that creating a culture of
judgment or shame with regard to to-
bacco use. All of these concerns were
outlined in data presented by TFCEC.
AT PRESENT
It was decided that as of July 1, Se-
attle U will become entirely tobacco
free. The implementation task force,
still being assembled, will be respon-
sible for seeing this initiative to its
implementation, through cessation
programs and added communication.
Hamachek will serve as the chair of
this task force, with Sype serving as a
studentrepresentative.
“Right now, Ryan and I are assem-
bling a roster of individuals that will
serve on the task force,” said Sype. The
task force will consist of individuals
from a multitude of university organi-
zations—among them Student Devel-
opment and Facilities, for example—-
in an attempt to complete the process
in the holistic manner that has charac-
terized the rest of the effort.
In terms of the actual implementa-
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“There is some physical infrastruc-
ture stuff that will be important. Also,
some sort ofsignage, so that visitorsto
campus know that we are a tobacco-
free space,” Hamachek said. “Andthen
there is the policy side of things. We
have to define ‘campus,’ because we’re
in an urban environment. Then, we
have to determine what response will
look like.”
Some ofthis will be a sort of cultural
shift away from tobacco use on cam-
pus, said Hamachek, with one of the
most important elements being tobac-
co cessation support—that is, support
for smokers trying to quit.
“[Smokers] are the people thatneed
to be mostconsidered in this process,”
said Hamachek. “How do we maintain
this sentiment of an inclusive campus,
a welcoming environment for every-
body with a policy that prohibits the
use of tobacco? But what I’m able to
see through my lens, is that, what I’m
hearing people say in that also, is that
they’re speaking from a perception
most frequently. The student percep-
tion on campus is that 75 percent of
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students use tobacco on a monthly ba-
sis, while 12 percent use tobacco on a
dailybasis.”
This perception, according to Ham-
achek, leads students to believe that,
even ifthey don’t smoke, a prohibitive
policy would impact nearly all oftheir
peers, when this is not the case.
“That’s the only reason that I think
the perception versus reality informa-
tion is really helpful, because I think
that people generally want to care for
one another,” said Hamachek.
Starting at the beginning of the next
academic year, Seattle Uwill be entire-
ly tobacco free. The class of 2015 will
be the last graduating class allowed to
use tobacco products on campus. And
next year will be the first time in sev-
eral years that the issue of a tobacco
free campus will not be on the docket
for SGSU.
Mason Bryan, mentioned in this ar-
ticle, is a managing editorand the copy
chiefofthe Spectator.
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com
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Seattle Us United Filipino Club collaborated this
past weekend with the Filipino American Student
Association at UW toput on NWFASA Jam, a vi-




Seattle University’s D1 Improv Team
maybe used to coming up with quick-
witted jokes on the spot, but this
weekend they’ve got some pretty big
plans. They’ll be kicking off Seattle U’s
homecoming weekendby putting on a
show in collaborationwith SGSU.
“The cool thing about this show is
that we have a lot of SU communities
coming to it, which is really exciting,”
said senior James Cashman. “We’ve got
people fromthe athletics department,
the trustees who bring money to the
school and administration—so it is an
exciting opportunity for us to perform
in front of such a diverse group.”
The group says this show’s
theme will likely be centered
around the Redhawks, in the spirit
of homecoming.
Prior to Dl’s performance will be a
show by Seattle U band Champagne
Babylon, who is also competing in
Battle of the Bands the next day. The
improv group will also be unveiling
brand-new jerseys for the show.
This will be the team’s fifth
performance ofthe year and, since the
group practices together twice a week,
they have grown close.
“This has probably been the one
group that I am most comfortable
with in college,” said freshman Diego
Hyndman. “It’s pretty awesome, and
when we say we are a family, We really
feel like we are a family.”
Not only do the members of D1
enjoy spending time with one another,
but they truly enjoy putting on a show
for their peers.
“There is just something so awesome
about bringing laughter to other
people,” said sophomore Lilly Newell.
“When people are laughing at us, on
purpose, it feels good to do that for
someone else.”
Perhaps surprisingly, D1 improv
has not been around for a very long
time. This is their fifth year, and their
popularity has quickly grown around
campus. When the club started out,
they performed for audiences of about
20 people in Bannan. Now, they are
D1 IMPROV TEAM’S BIG HOMECOMING PLANS
performing in Pigott for audiences of
almost 200 people. This homecoming
show is expected to be their biggest
show ofthe year.
“The cool thing about improv
is that it is a completely unique
experience every time,” said senior
Erica McIntyre. “Unlike seeing a play
or your favorite piece of music being
performed, seeing an improv show
is almost like sharing an inside joke
with a friend. It is something you’ll
remember, and every experience is
unique and fun.”
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Seattle U D1 Improv Team members Erik Thorne, Diego Hyndman, Devika Par-
mar, Jillian Foote, Samantha Hobson, Erica Mclntyne and Peter King.
Earlier this month, D1 Improv
performed in an intercollegiate
improv competition. Through the
process, they were able to meet with
several other improvisers and learn
new formats to perform in.
“We met a lot of cool teams and will
be looking to set up some collaboration
shows at SU, so stay tuned,”
McIntyre said.
Their upcoming performance will
take place this Thursday, Feb. 5 at 7
p.m. Champagne Babylon will kick off
the show at 6:30 p.m.
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To give a quick preview ofthe group’s
on-the-spot creativity, we asked
[each member of D1 who they would
be if they were a Seattle University
superhero. Responses have been
paraphrased.
ERIK THORNE: The Bon App
Bottom Feeder who can get a whole
plate of C Street food for under $1
and fights against price inflation.
JAMES CASHMAN: The SuperUgg
who eradicates Ugg boots. Thus, his
enemy is the UggBoot.
STEPHEN SINGLETON: The
Ghost of Admin who haunts the
halls and messes with students. His
nemesis is the Ghostbusters.
SAM HOBSON: The E-Triple
Extraordinaire who can live in small
spaces and climb on things to get
to where she sleeps. Enemy is the
loftedbed.
ERICA MCINTYRE: The SuperLib
200, who can print a piece of paper
and is enemies with students who
attempt to print a piece ofpaper hall
an hour before their class.
LILLY NEWELL: The Lazy Student
who can transport anywhere on
campus with a snap of her fingers,
and fights against the light drizzle
that leaves you soaked after a while.
PETER KING: Batman, with the
powers of being rich and smart.
Fights against students who don’t do
the reading and make insubstantial
comments in class.
JILLIAN FOOTE: The Homework
Accomplisher, who can finish Latin
homework hella quickand isenemies
with anything Latin.
DEVIKA PARMAR: Clssc Albrs
who can throw a pizza party on a
minute’s notice and fights against
group projects and specifically the
one person who doesn’t do anything,
DIEGO HYNDMAN: The Netflix
Hero, who is present in all students’
lives and is enemies with Hulu Plus
and HBO Go.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U BANDS BATTLE FOR A QUADSTOCK SPOT
Siri Smith
Staff Writer
Seattle University bands are preparing
for battle and getting their weapons of
choice—musical instruments—tuned,
shined and ready to go for this Friday.
Organized by Student Events and
Activities Council, Battle of the Bands
has been held on campus every winter
quarter for the last 26 years. This
year’s lineup includes bands from all
different genres, ranging from rock to
indie pop to electronic.
Here is what to expect from some of
the bands that are going to be battling
it out:
CHAMPAGNE BABYLON
Originally from Lake Forest,
California, - Champagne Babylon
is now a Seattle-based four-piece
alternative rockband.
Drummer Cody Sargenti and
keyboardist Paul Fitzpatrick met in
sixth grade, long before they knew
how to play any instruments. Still,
they liked the idea ofbeing in a band,
so they began writing songs and,
eventually, they learned how to play.
In high school they met saxophonist
Ryan Young and guitarist Bryce Pierce
and formed the full band.
The name “Champagne Babylon”
came about during a camping trip in
Joshua Tree, California.
“We said we felt like we were in
Babylon there, and we happened to
have a bit of champagne,” Sargenti
said. “And so when searching for a
name later on ... we were trying to
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The band Champagne Babylon will be performing at Battle of the Bands. Mem-
bers are Paul Fitzpatrick, Cody Sargenti, Bryce Pierce and Ryan Young.
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combine a very luxurious sounding
word with something dirty, historical.”
Their sound mirrors the roots of
their name, in that it is “rock at its
core,” Young said. In the mix, there
are also elements of soul, jazz, pop
and rap.
“I like making up my own genres,”
Fitzpatrick said.
Their influences include Kanye
West, Bruce Springsteen and
The Format.
Champagne Babylon has released
a self-titled full-length album, and
they have been working on an EP.
They plan on playing songs from this
upcoming EP, coming out this spring,
at Battle of the Bands. They will also
be performing in “Sound Off!” at the
EMP Museum on Feb. 13.
WRINKLES
This group may be named after
something odd—wrinkles in swim
trunks—but that does not mean
WRINKLES isn’t a great band. Their
indie pop music will make you dance
all over Campion Ballroom.
Originally from Montana, the band
formed after singer Jon Cardiello’s
freshman year at Seattle U.
“A few of us all went to college and
came back and just decided we wanted
to start playing music together,”
Cardiello said.
Drawing inspiration from LCD
Soundsystem, The Beatles, Modest
Mouse, and David Bowie, their music
“has a youthful, danceable sound,”
Cardiello said. WRINKLES could be
described as synth-driven indierock.
WRINKLES is playing with another
Seattle U band, Albatross, at Barboza
on Feb. 8 and will be performing as
part of Treefort Music Festival in
Boise in late March.
ANIMALS IN THE ATTIC
You may recognize Animals in the
Attic by one of their previous band
names: Youth Aquarium, or most
recently, Lumos, after the Harry
Potter spell.
However, according to drummer
Geoff Luoma, “no one could
pronounce or spell it right.” They
decided to change it to Animals in
the Attic.
“We wanted something that rolled
off the tonguereally well,” Luoma said,
“And we all share a love for animals.”
The group plays synth-heavy
experimental music inspired by the
likes ofPink Floyd and MGMT.
Animals in the Attic is playing a
show for Seattle U’s radio station
KXSU on Feb. 19. They will hit the
studio soon.
PARALEXIS
Singer and Seattle U freshman
Aprille Perez joined forces with Alex
Bonilla to make an electronic dream
pop band, originally thinking about
naming it Paradise.
“That didn’t take off very well,”
Perez admitted. So they took the
Greek root “para” out of the word,
meaning “beyond,” and started going
from there.
“We came up with this big list
of a bunch of words that we liked,”
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WRINKLES will also be performing this Friday at Seattle University’s annual
Battle of the Bands event.
Perez said.
One of the words on this list was
“lexis,” a noun to describe all of the
words known in a language.
“[Paralexis] means anythingbeyond
whatwords can describe,” Bonilla said.
“That’s what we think our music
represents,” Perez added.
The pair performs electronic
music featuring a lot of bass, but it
would not be described as “electronic
dance music.” Some of their musical
inspirations are Purity Ring, Banks,
Lorde and Lana Del Rey.
ISLAND OF ICE
The only band out of the bunch
originally from Seattle, Island of Ice
is a four-piece group blending the
sounds of jazz, indie, rock and funk
to make for a fun performance. They
draw inspiration from Frank Ocean,
The Antlers and The Postal Service.
The band was unreachable for an
interview with the Spectator, but
when SEAC asked them to describe
their music in five words, the band
chose “sensual, smooth, ketchup 8c
tater-tots, [and] arousing.”
In addition to a voted audience
favorite, music professionals will also
help select the winners. The winning
band will have the opportunity to
play at this year’s Quadstock in spring
quarter. Decide for yourself which
band you like the mostby rocking on
over to Campion Ballroom this Friday,
Feb. 6 at 7 p.m. Tickets are $5.
Siri may be reached at
ssmith@su-spectator.com
FOOD
EXISTENTIAL CRISIS, NOW ON TAP AT STOUT
Mason Bryan
Managing Editor & Copy Chief
Last week I wrote about state-
sanctioned killing, so this week,
naturally, I write about beer and a
new dig on Capitol Hill apparently
dedicated to the craft.
I have nothing profound or im-
portant to say about beer that you
don’t already know. I’m sure writ-
ers have already concocted precise;
descriptions of beer’s allure in all
its variations. I won’t attempt such a
feat. Let’s simply suffice to say that
beer is Good, we should drink it
slowly and do so in places thatmake
us feel rad.
The recently-opened, beer-centric
locale kitty corner from Cal Ander-
son on 11th Ave. and Pine Street is
called Stout. And, like the onset of
brutally modern apartment build-
ings currently enveloping—and
soon swallowing—Capitol Hill, it’s
big. 5700-square-feet of big, in fact.
Perhaps this matters; I’m not really
sure. But if I must take a stand on
the issue for the sake of food writ-
ing conventions, then I confess that
the grandiosity of the place initially
induced eye rolls.
I had envisioned something mild-
er, something more intimate, some-
thing thatwas conducive to philoso-
phizing and/or heart aching. In my
current state of mind, what Stout
provided was UFC and college bas-
ketball, booze bottles illuminated by
that nauseating blue and green glow,
and the potential that, at any mo-
ment, this place could become over-
run by the same strand of human-
ity that migrates to Rhein Haus on
Friday and Saturday nights. (Don’t
get me wrong, my former selfwould
have enjoyed this portrait, but the
last four years of off-and-on femi-
nist education have made me less,
albeit not entirely, concerned with
fulfilling the fictional expectations
ofmasculinity, which, at first glance,
is what Stout seemed to be aspiring
toward.)
In short, I was disappoint-
ed by what I perceived as.
Stout’s excessive grandeur and
male bravado.
But I soon tempered ray exasper-
ated and probably somewhat pre-
tentious inclinations. Seated across
from me sipping Stout’s version of
an Old Fashioned was my editor,
Caroline, a budding young food
writer (and feminist) of the finest
order. She told me that good food
writing involves dismantling expec-
tations. This ran counter to part of
my worldview, that we inevitably
construct self-satisfying narratives
based on any amount of informa-
tion we have whether that’s prudent
or not, but I obliged her anyway.
My beer arrived and I be-
gan to feel less critical. Giving
Stout the benefit of the doubt was
surprisingly freeing.
Adjusting to my fresh, liberated
spirit, I asked Dayna, our waitress,
about the bar and about my beer,
which she had recommended. Her
response might have been pre-med-
itated, but she delivered it with such
grace that I couldn’t help but be con-
vinced that it truly was authentic.
She spoke authoritatively about the
notes of my Elysian stout and about
its drinkability and full-bodiedness.
For weeks, Dayna told me, the
wait staff had been learning about
the full line-up of draft beers that
Stout offers—a diverse docket of
about 20 curated taps mostly from
the Northwest. This beer affinity,
I now understand, is no surprise.
Stout’s owner Paul Reder also helms
the expansive Tap House Grill
downtown that boasts an impressive
160 beers on draft,
Aside from beer, it turns out that
Reder is also concerned with other
important life principles—like in-
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Stout is located on the comer of11th and Pine, right across the streetfrom Cal
Anderson Park.
vesting in the local community. A
vibrant, sprawling mural by Seattle
artist Tina Randolph sits above the
Hue-green glow and a handful of
flat-screen TVs. Its pleasant on the
eyes and a rewarding escape from
the barbarian escapade taking place
on the screens below.
Another compatriot, Bianca (this
paper’s managing editor), offered
me a slice of her pasilla chile roasted
cauliflower flatbread. For Seattle’s
meager spice standards, it had a de-
cent kick, but the real kick is its hap-
py hour price. Four bucks. Beyond
flatbreads, Stout serves up a wide
array of what is known as “New
American” food, which, according
to Wikipedia, refers to a “fusion” or
“assimilation” of different American
and foreign cuisines. Whatever that
means.
I began to think to myself that
perhaps this place does work for me.
Once a bro—diamond studs and
snap backs and all—I nowadays find
myself concerned with preserving
the non-bro culture of Capitol Hill.
The truth, however, is that I pre-
tend to care more about the arts and
“high” culture and the other seem-
ingly dear touchstones ofour neigh-
borhood’s character than I probably
actually do. And so maybe my initial
rejection of Stout’s aspirations was
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really a reflection of my own exis-
tential conflict. I actually love this
shit, but feel like I shouldn’t.
Eventually Caroline snagged my
yellow legal pad, where I had been
incessantly scribbling notes. Pres-
ence is what good food writing de-
mands, she said. She might not have
realized this, but her maxim hinted
at a larger social truth: that we go
out to bars to chat, and the obvious
measure ofsuccess for this endeavor
is good conversation. Good conver-
sation requires presence. I put down
my pen.
Maggie, this section’s editor and
an encyclopedia of musical knowl-
edge, began talking to me about a
handful of Impressionist piano piec-
es she has been working on lately.
Confused, I inquired about Impres-
sionism. Beside me, another friend
was rambling about his German
language aspirations. And it turns
out that Caroline’s mom is an expert
Petanque player (Google it).
We could have been anywhere.
But halfway through our drinks and
deep in cultural exchange, Stout—-
and all its familiar bravado—felt
just right.






When high school senior David
Raskin (Jonny Weston) and his
younger sister, Christina (Virginia
Gardner), stumble upon footage of
Davids seventh birthday on a mys-
terious video camera belonging to
their deceased father, they notice
something a little strange.
After close examination, it be-
comes clear that a 17-year-old David
was a guest at his own birthday party.
Along with their friends Quinn (Sam
Lerner) and Adam (Allen Evangelis-
ta), David and Christina set off along
a path of discovery that leads to the
realization that their father was a
brilliant inventor involved in the de-
sign ofthe world’s first time machine.
Driven by ambitious aspirations,
the gang of techies assembles the
machine, only to discover (like so
many Hollywood time travelers be-
fore them) that the consequences
of time travel are far-reaching and
potentially disastrous.
Although “Project Almanac” ex-
plores time travel, a relatively tired
theme within Hollywood (there will
never be a better time travel movie
than “Bill & Teds Excellent Ad-
venture”), the movie builds upon a
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Left to right: Jonny Weston as David Raskin, Sam Lerner as Quinn Goldberg, and
Allen Evangelista as Adam Le in “Project Almanac.”
solid directorial debut from Dean Is-
raelite, quiet humor and strong cast
performances to craft a genuinely
entertaining story.
Time travel theory is not new to the
big screen —it’s a dangerous genre to
explore given that the concepts have
been pretty thoroughly worn out.
However, Israelite uses some new-
age filmmaking strategies and a teen-
age focus to do what “Chronicle” did
for the superhero genre—that is, the
whole movie is shot as ifDavid and his
friends are filming themselves.
This trick allows Israelite to maxi-
mize his limitedbudget and add an el-
ement of intimacy with the audience.
However, it does call into doubt the
likelihood that the group would actu-
ally manage to film every facet of the
construction and travel process.
Israelite also does a good job lim-
iting the role of special effects in the
film, despite the fact that it is a science
fiction movie about time travel. Rath-
er than abusing the many tools now at
the disposal of filmmakers, Israelites
use of CGI is minimal and tasteful.
The sound effects in “Project Al-
manac” were also pretty awesome.
The deep, whirring time machine and
many high-pitched explosions added
an element of intensity to the movie.
Weston delivers a strong perfor-
mance as the brilliant, though crip-
plingly awkward David. His acting
chops carry most of the films weight,
and he does a relatively good job of
showing how stressful altering time
can be for a highschool senior (though
not as good as Keanu Reaves).
Naturally, an unreasonable amount
ofthis stress is the result ofa flame Da-
vid harbors for a beautiful and woe-
fully popular girl in his class named
Jessie (Sofia Black-D’Elia). D’Elia does
an admirable job ofbringing a level of
inimitability to worn out “hot-popular
girl” role, however her performance is
probably the weakest in the film. Still,
this relationship has the greatest im-
pact on the direction of the movie;
with some of the darker decisions be-
ing made as a result of Davids obses-
sive passion for Jessie.
Gardner, Lerner and Evangelista are
entertaining as Weston’s quirkygroup
of friends, bringing an element of
sarcastic teenage humor that relieves
some of the movie’s more cliche time
travel moments. A nifty little subplot
love story plays out between Gardner
and Evangelista, but Lerner’s Quinn is
probably the most likable character,
given his affably boisterous personal-
ity and resentful relationship with a
stubborn high school science teacher.
Overall “Project Almanac” was
surprisingly good. Quality direct-
ing, strong performances and a pass-
able time travel plot give it respect-
able street cred, but because it is just
another time travel movie, it is ulti-
mately forgettable. Go see a matinee
show if you find yourself with a free
afternoon—but if you’re looking for
the next “Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adven-
ture,” just wait for the DVD.
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if? Josephine. 8 p.m.
NU METAL:
OTEP
@ Studio Seven, 6 p.m.
AMBIENT AVANT-
GARDE:
Salon No. 1 jSKttm
<zp Royal Room, 8 p.m.
THEATRE:
Kook: The Human
Fractal @ New City The-
ater, 5 p.m.
POST-PUNK:
Gazebos @ Blue Moon
Tavern, 8 p.m.
A LOOK INTO OAR’S FEBRUARY PLANS
Chaucer Larson
Staff Writer
Nextweek I will be skiing at Stevens Pass Resort, with Seattle U’s Outdoor Recreation (OAR). Every week Seattle U students can sign up and pay $5 for a ride up to
the pass, a popular local area. OAR uses their “SnoVan” tohaul skiers and boarders up to the mountain, which is especially convenient for students without trans-
portation. I’ll be sharing my thoughts on the area, and what it means to shred the gnar for a day, a useful way to ease my withdrawal fromthe mountains. OAR
offers overnight trips, as well as weekly shuttles, so be sure to look out for an adventure that seems appealing. Below are some of the more exciting trips this winter.
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THE 12 YARD LINE
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
With just over two minutes to go, the
Seahawks had the ball and trailed by
four. Wilson has been clutch in big
situations before and lookedready to
lead Seattle to victory. A couple pass-
es got the Seahawks past midfield
and then the amazing happened.
Russell threw a pass to Jermaine Ke-
arse that deflected off his hands and
again off of his leg as he was falling to
the ground. He caught the ball while
lying on his back at the fouryard line.
Seattle looked destined for a come-
back victory.
Then, it was heartbreak.
With 20 seconds and one timeout
remaining, Seattle elected to pass
rather thanhand the ball to thebeast,
TIME OUT SESSIONS WITH KRISTEN JAMES
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
Kristen James began playing tennis at
the age of 12 and now finds herself as
a junior in college and co-captain of
Seattle Univesity’s tennis team.
“Starting at age 12 for any sport is
really late, so I was behind the curve
for a long time,” James said. “But I re-
ally wanted it, so I would spend week-
ends at the country club hitting the
ball by myself.”
While spending time at the coun-
try club, Kristen would practice hit-
ting the ball off of a brick wall near
the pool. Eventually the club’s tennis
pro took notice and offered to teach
her lessons.
“He is probably my most promi-
nent coach that has taught me the
20 SPORTS
Marshawn Lynch. The pass was in-
tercepted, securing a victory for New
England. The decision to pass in that
situation will certainly be criticized
for a long time. But, ofcourse, if it had
resulted in a touchdown, we would
most likely be praising the risky call.
As a whole, Super Bowl XLIX was
one of the more entertaining games
this year. It may have ended in dis-
appointment for Seattle, but it was
a hard fought game that went all the
way to the final minute and kept spec-
tators on the edge of their seats. Chris
Matthews, a Seahawks wide receiver
with no career receptions, broke out
for 109 yards and a touchdown. He
was a likely candidate to take home
the Super Bowl MVP award, had the
Seahawks come up on top. But they
didn’t, and the New England Patriots
most things about tennis,” James said.
“I still have a good relationship with
him today.”
Prior to taking up tennis, Kris-
ten played soccer and swam as child
growing up in her hometown ofLub-
bock, Texas. She was unable to con-
tinue with soccer in middle school as
it was no longer offered at the school
and her parents weren’t comfortable
with the amount of travel that club
teams had to do.
Now playing in her third year of
college tennis, Kristen is the oldest
member on the Seattle U team as the
only junior.
“This has been my favorite year so
far,” James said. “We have really come
together as a team and are out there
playing for each other, not ourselves.
I think that has come across in the re-
were the ones who left Arizona with
the Lombardi trophy.
Congratulations are in order for the
Patriots. They played a great game
and Tom Brady added to his case
of being considered one of the best
quarterbacks of all time by winning
his fourth Super Bowl.
Although the loss was disappoint-
ing, actions toward the end of the
game were worse. Bruce Irvin is an
emerging star on an already amazing
defense, but the fact that he started an
on-field brawl and got ejected when
the game was already decided was in-
excusable. On a team with admirable
leaders such as Wilson, Sherman and
Thomas, I expected more than that.
Clearly he allowed emotions to get
the better ofhim, but you should nev-
er act that way, especially in the big-
sults we have had.”
Although Kristen still has one more
year until graduation, it is never too
early to start thinking about the fu-
ture. Kristen is studying biochemistry
and will likelybe continuing her edu-
cation in medical or graduate school.
FAVORITE ATHLETE: Roger Federer
FAVORITE BOOK: Unbroken by Lau-
ra Hillenbrand
FAVORITE SONG: Quiet by Jason
Mraz
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
gest game of the year when the whole
world is watching. As I expected, he
did issue a public apology on Monday.
The Seattle Seahawks are still an in-
credibly young team with a lot to learn
and despite the success they’ve had the
past few years, I don’t believe theyhave
peaked. Wilson is set to earn a large
contract extension, and, once again,
very few key players will be lost from
the roster. This team will have several
chances to take back their crown. We
may not have won the championship
this year, but the 12th Man has plenty
of reasons to stay optimistic.
After all, there’s always next year.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
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TWO SCHOOL RECORDS SET AT UW INVITE
Connor Cartmill
Staff Writer
The Seattle U record books gained
some names over the weekend as
the Redhawk track and field teams
competed in the UW Invitational at
the Dempsey Indoor Facility over
the weekend.
Alisa Poplawski set a new wom-
en’s 800 meter school record with a
2:16.89. The previous mark was set
by her training partner, senior Madi-
son Davis, who finished the day with
a 2:18.96. They finished 29th and
36th respectively.
On the men’s side, Gus Arroyo
nearly set the new school record in the
mile with a 4:15.39, which was good
for 3rd in his heat and 30th overall.
Louis Rodrigues came in at 4:19.63
Left: Freshman Chay Weaver runs the 1200 meter leg of the distance medley relay Friday night.
Right: Coach Chad Pharis check in between hammer throws with JuniorDevon Walker.
and 42nd overall.
“To open my first mile ofthe season
with a 4:15 and just a second off the
school record makes me ecstatic for
what’s to come,” Arroyo said. “There’s
been a lot ofhard work, and it’s paying
olf. As you put the miles in, and just
put in what you can, theresults are go-
ing to come.”
Perhaps Seattle U’s top highlight
of the meet was Shaddye Melu, who
ran a 48.28 in the men’s 400 meter
dash, just off his own personal re-
cord of 48.25 and good for a second
place finish. Austin Thummel-Gravitt
and Jason Cowan finished 12th and
20th respectively in 49.84 and 50.48.
Candace de Sauvage won her heat
and came in 19th in the same race on
the women’s side with a 58.84. Melu
also tied for fourth in the high jump,
reaching a 6-08.75. Thummel-Gravitt
took 15th in the 200 meter dash
at 22.80.
Sophie Curatilo took 10th in the
women’s 5000 meter with a 17:14.94,
while Joe Charbonneauran a 14:54.25
in the men’s event, which was good for
11th. That was a popular spot to fin-
ish, as both distance relay squads took
the same position in their races.
In the weight throws, Malaki Se-
anoa II led Seattle U with a mark of
14.06 meters, whichwas good for 19th
over all. He was followed by Devon
Walker and Chris Scaffa who tossed a
12.57 and an 11.54.
For now, the focus of Redhawk ath-
letes is to work every angle of training
as they come down the home stretch
of the indoor season.
j
“I threw a personal best and defi-
February A. 2015
nitely felt like I was ready to break the
school record,” Seanoa said. “We’ve got
one more regular season meet in two
weeks so every practice between now
and thenwill be focused on improving
both physically and mentally.”
The Redhawks will return to
Dempsey on Friday the 13th for the
Husky Invitational and their final reg-
ular season meet before the WAC in-
door championships at the Air Force
Academy two weeks later.
Connor may be reached at
ccartmill@su-spectator.com
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SCHOOL SPIRIT IS ATHING,
PEOPLE
To anyone who has been taking part in Seattle University traditions by checking
items offthe increasingly famous RedhawkBucket List—kudos. You are a member
ofa new generation ofSeattle U students, students entering a school that, through
a series of small changes made by the administration and student groups, has
grown and changed markedly over the past decade. Increased attendance at
sporting events, growing enthusiasm for Red Fridays, and events such as Seattle
U Homecoming all demonstrate a rapid surge in school spirit within the Seattle
U community.
The increase in school spirit makes Seattle U more similar to its peer Jesuit
and Catholic universities. Gonzaga University, which is known for itsbasketball
team and the giant, bronzebulldog mascot sitting on campus, and the University
of Portland, whose students are known to go crazy with spirit at soccer games,
tend to draw students looking for a typical “college experience.” With growing
emphasis on the Redhawk Experience, Seattle U seems to be following the lead
ofour peer schools when it comes to making Seattle U more well-known among
West Coast universities.
While the definition of a college experience is personal and varies greatly
from student to student, there are identifiable benefits to an increase in school
spirit. An increase in school spirit can have a positive effect on a student’s feeling
of community on the Seattle U. campus. However, it is important to remember
that spirit and community are about more than just the number ofseats filled at
basketball games. Seattle U is unique among Catholic universitiesbecause ofits
location inthe heart ofa city bursting with art museums, music venues and nearby
opportunities to explore the outdoors. Seattle U students and the communities
that they make here are unique, as is every Redhawk Experience—there is more
than just one way to be a Redhawk
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofCaroline Ferguson, Bianca Sewake, Mason Bryan, Alaina Bever, Melissa Lin, Maggie Molloy, Emily Hedberg, Collin Overbay, Nicole Schlaeppi, and AlyssaBrandt. Signed commentaries reflect
the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those ofThe Spectator. Theviews expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THE SUPPER BOWL?
“I like the Super Bowl because it always falls
around my birthday time, so it’s nice to have
a little fun party that’s both Super Bowl and
birthday, there’s something to celebrate.”
Joseph Reyes, Sophomore
“I love itbecause it reminds me of my fam-
ily, and the reason why I love the Seahawks;
my family is from here but I grew up in
California, so it’s nice to be in it, to be here
and be a part of it.”
Anna Pickett, Sophomore
OPINION
EVEN IF THEY WERE RIGHT, ANTI-
VAXXERS WOULD STILL BE WRONG
Based upon the consensus of just about every researcher who’s even marginally
credible, we can all just go ahead and agree that vaccines do not cause autism.
A rise in vaccination rates correlating with a rise in autism rates is just that—a
correlation. And as any high schoolerwho has taken an entry-level stats class
can tell you, correlation does not implycausation.
But suspend disbelief with me for a moment, and suppose that they did.
Suppose that the anecdotal evidence was actually significant. Suppose Jenny
McCarthy wasn’t actually a misguided menace, but a warrior mom.
Even if they were right, by arguing that children should go unvaccinated
because of supposed neurological risks, anti-vaxxers are making a repulsive value
judgment: that it’s betterto have a child who’s vulnerable to all manner of deadly
diseases than a child who’s vulnerable to autism.
One ofmy immediatefamily members has autism, and thoughit has presented
challenges, his life has just as much value as mine. And I’m damn glad he made
it through childhood without contracting tetanus, pertussis—or measles, for
thatmatter, a long-dormant disease that’s seen a resurgence among unvaccinated
children recently. I’m glad he’s been able to grow into the kind, intelligent,
thriving man he is today. The idea that deadly disease is a preferable alternative
to neurodiversity is so ludicrous, I hate that I have to even entertain it for the
sake ofargument.
So I won’t any longer—back to reality. Vaccines don’t cause autism. Get over
it, and vaccinate your damn kids.
Caroline Ferguson
Editor-in-Chief
“The Super Bowl is an awesome part of the
American culture.”
Nigel Melling, Junior
“I feel like there are big moments in every-
one’s life. This is a big moment. For the city,
for the school, for me personally.”
Becca Lassere, Junior
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Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor,




QHeyilama lesbian here atSU and in* need of some serious advice. I don’t
know how the heck to get into the dating scene around
here. There are so many cute girls but it’s so hard to tell who the
queer ladies are. I ’ve tried the Triangle Club but it seemed a little
too cliquey to me. Any advicefor a lonely lady-lover?
MJL • Hey! To figure out who your fellow queers are, look at
m m • who’s giving you the eye and notice who’s returning the eye
that you’re giving them. OMA (Office of Multicultural Affairs, third
floor of the Student Center) has other LGBTQ groups besides Triangle
Club (though I’d suggest giving them another try; the prez is awesome
and the more meetings you attend, the less intimidating the group dy-
namics will be), including a Queer Women’s Discussion Group and
Gender Galaxy. Everybody I’ve met through OMA—through their
events and their sweet sweet lounges—has been nothing but inclusive
and fantastic. Queer SU has its own FB page where they post about
news and events to attend, and OMA hosts a variety of celebrations,
dialogue groups, and other events throughout the year. Make yourself
present at queer spaces and events in the city by attending or (better
yet!) volunteering. Check out queer dance night Night Crush, located
at ReBar (formerly LICK!, at dearly departed Chop Suey), There are
other bars that are supposed to be queer spaces and would also be a
good place to meet people but have been diluted by heteronormative
cis folks who think it’s a scandalous and entertaining way to spend an
evening. Keep your eyes peeled to find local events in the Stranger
and other online publications like Gay Seattle and Gay City. Afteryou
meet some new buds through SU, you can attend them together. Oh,
and some really attractive and awesome people (who are also lesbians)
play for our very own rugby team, so join that if it’s your jam.
NOAH SCHENIRER, WHO WROTE “JEWISH CULTURE IGNORED AT SU” IN OUR NOVEMBER 6 ISSUE,
WOULD LIKE TO CLARIFY THAT HIS PREFERRED TITLE FOR THE ARTICLE WOULD HAVE BEEN “THE
DIFFICULTY OF BEING TAKEN SERIOUSLY WHEN TALKING ABOUT CULTURALAPPROPRIATION AS
SOMEONE WHO IDENTIFIES AS A WHITE MALE.” THE SPECTATOR REGRETS THE ERROR.
by Emily August
QWhat
doyou recommendfor when you ’re spending the night
• with a boy, do you take offyour makeup before going to bed
*
or leave it on and wake up with it all gross and ugly? I’m
very insecure about my skin and always found this situation to be un-
comfortable andso I try to avoid it.
A0 There’s a phenomenon called the spotlight effect, in which
• a self-interested perspective instigates an anxiety that peo-
ple notice more things about you than they actually do.
This is 100% the case when it comes to physical insecurities. Wash
it off. It’s better for your skin to remove it before slumbering (or en-
gaging in physical activity...). It’s somebody who you’re into, they’re
going to see you without makeup on eventually. They need to accept
the reality of the world and what humans look like. Ideally, he’s also
a human and has probably had at least a couple zits in his life thus far
and is theoretically understanding—nr even better, he doesn’t have a
stupid dealbreaker like that. You’re awesome and anybody who gets to
share a bed with you is lucky. There’s no way in hell you’d want to be
with someone concerned over something as trivial as dead skin cells.
Depending on the makeup, it has risk of getting on the bedding, and
maybe he’s likely to think it’s weirder for you to be wearing cosmetics
in bed than for you to have a blemish or two. Don’t try to avoid it, and
don’t sacrifice getting to know someone potentially really cool for this!




Visit guidance-counselor.tumblr.com to submit a question.
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